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Agenda

▪ Introduction to CW Group

▪ GCVFR 2H2019 highlights

− GCVFR overview and methodology

− Global economy and construction

− Capacity overview

− Global consumption

− Closing remarks
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GCVFR: 2H2019 update highlights



What does it include
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▪ Twice-yearly update on projections for cement volumes on a 

national, regional and global level.

▪ Benchmark report that allows unique insights on:

– Cement consumption, production, net trade, and cement 

production capacity

– Macroeconomic and construction sector context

– Historical data for the past five years

– Five-year outlook

▪ Market information for key markets around the world 

– Individual profiles on 57 markets

– Figures for consumption production, net trade, and capacity at 

country, regional, and global level 

▪ Semesterly updates (annual subscription)

– Extended (October): Includes 57 country profiles, extensive 

numerical analysis, and a regional and global supply-demand 

model 

– Quantitative update (March): Update to the numerical sections of 

the report

For a complete listing of focus countries as well as more details visit:

https://www.cwgrp.com/cemweek-reports/product/12-global-cement-volume-

forecast-report

https://www.cwgrp.com/cemweek-reports/product/12-global-cement-volume-forecast-report


GCVFR: Country coverage
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Methodology highlight: forecast based on historical data, in-house 

models and in-depth research

▪ The GCVFR includes historical annual data on cement production, 

output capacity, consumption, and net trade

▪ Figures for 2019 are estimated based on year-to-date data for 

cement consumption and construction activity, taking into account 

macroeconomic factors and seasonality

▪ Forecasts are made country-by-country based on past tendencies 

and macroeconomic data such as GDP and population. Regional 

forecasts are extrapolated from the clustering of sampled markets 

and an estimation of figures for markets not included in the 

country-by-country analysis
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GCVFR: Global Economy and Construction



The IMF has been continuously downgrading is outlook is global 

economic growth since the start of 2019

World Economic Outlook (% GDP)

Slowdown in the German economy and 

impact of Brexit uncertainty

Economies undergoing strong shocks such 

as Argentina and Turkey are dragging 

down the emerging market cluster

Crippling US sanctions on Iran and 

conflicts in Syria and Yemen

Better-than-expected performance by the 

US economy allowed for a positive revision 

in the last update

Oil revenue growth offset by instability in 

South Africa

Source: International Monetary Fund: World Economic Outlook
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To cope with growing population and urbanization, emerging markets 

are building entirely new urban ecosystems
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GCVFR: Capacity overview



Capacity rationalization in China is being balanced with additions in the 

Asia-ex China region
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China

Global 
ex-China

Cement production capacity in 2014-2024F (Million tons)
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Smaller regional players are driving capacity growth
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▪ Asia Ex-China will be 

responsible for over 40 

percent of all capacity 

additions in 2019

▪ Bangladesh is adding the 

largest volume of capacity 

outside India  in absolute 

terms

▪ The Philippines leads in 

terms of percent of capacity 

growth

▪ India’s capacity additions 

until 2024 are estimated to 

be around 100 Million tons
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GCVFR: Global consumption



The vast majority of scrutinized markets register an increase in demand 

for 2019
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Only two of the seven regions under revision are set to witness a 

decline in cement demand in 2019
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North America Latin America Western
Europe

Central & E
Europe

Middle East Africa Asia ex-China China

2019E 2024F

Heavy distortion caused 

by Turkey’s strong 

decrease in demand

Large infrastructure 

spending on 

emerging and 

urbanizing markets

Cement demand growth in 2019E and 2024F

Saudi Arabia's delayed 

turnaround and sanctions 

on Iran dampened the 

figures for the region



Bangladesh and Turkey are cases on the opposite spectrum of the 

demand curve 
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▪ Bangladesh

Rapid urbanization and strong 

economic growth from a 

diversified economy based on 

exports

▪ The Philippines

Ambitious infrastructure 

development under the “Build, 

Build, Build” program

▪ Iraq

Reconstruction efforts in the 

post-Daesh era

▪ Turkey

Turkish Lira crisis, rampant 

inflation, and freezing of non-

essential infrastructure projects

▪ Lebanon

Political instability, 

overwhelming national debt, 

and Gulf capital flee, 

▪ Finland

Overheating of the construction 

sector and surge in 

construction costs above 

inflation



Closing remarks

▪ Economic growth is no longer a guarantee as the 

macroeconomic scenario becomes grimmer

▪ Emerging markets carrying out large infrastructure 

projects are the backbone of cement demand growth

▪ As such, most of the capacity additions are coming from 

those smaller markets, especially in Asia ex-China

▪ Global cement demand is posed to increase in 2019, 

recovering from a slight fall last year, however prospects 

for 2020 indicate consolidation in terms of demand
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About CW Research
CW Research is a leader in syndicated and data-driven market research solutions. The company offers independent 

perspectives on multiple industrial market segments(e.g., cement, metals & minerals, and specialty chemicals) and 

deep functional expertise in market intelligence, sourcing intelligence, commodity pricing intelligence. 

CW Research also provides custom industry and competitive research programs for operating companies, financial 

analysts, consultants, governments, suppliers and many others as well as tailored studies together with CW Advisory. 

For more information: research.cwgrp.com. 
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